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ABSTRACT 

The behavior of air-water-oil mixture flow through a single stage radial flow 
type centrihgal pump has been studied experimentally. In this study effects of 
changing the oil concentration, the amount of air injected into the suction side 
and the oil viscosity on the pump perfbrrnance under diEerent operating 
conditions were considered. The results obtained fi-0111 this study are usef'ul for 
those who are working in chemical and petrole~un industries. For certain 
operating conditions, the head generated by the pump, pump discharge, pump 
efficiency and the power required to drive the pump were mainly atyected by 
the ci! concentrslticm, type of oil and the amowt of air bubbles flowing through 
the pump impeller. 

The behavior of air-water-oil flow through dynamic pressure pumps has an 
increasingly important to a wide range of hydraulic systems. The name of few 
of many possible examples of this situation, pumps with emulsion pipeline 
systems for crude oil transport; pumps used in oil-water collection systems; 
waste treatment plant where sewage pump conduct air-water mixture flow and 
pumps used for pumping oil-gas-water mixture from deep oil well to the 
hydraulic systems in the oil field. The behavior of air-water flow through a 
pump has been in~restigated by several authors. Most of the previous 
investigations in this field have been concerned with the motion of air bubbles 
in a rotating pump impeller, [l-101. They found that the motion of bubbles in 
an impeller is governed substantially by two forces, the drag force due to the 
surroundings water and the force due to the pressure gradient in the impeller. 
The bubbles moving near the suction side of the blades experience greater 
force and have larger flow velocities than those moving along the pressure 
side. They concluded also that the presence of air bubhles in the impeller blade 
channels has a great effect on the  LEI^ performance. 
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The general arrangement of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig (1). 
A single stage radial type centrifiigal pump operated in a closed system is used. 
The hydraulic system consists of (16!)liter sump tank, a suction Line and a 
delivery h e .  
The centrifugal purnp was equipped with facilities for measuring the pump 
discharge, suction head, delivery head, pump speed and the pump torque. Oil 
was mixed with the main fluid (water) by two special propellers (7) f ~ e d  
vertically on the sump tank (Sj, Fig (I). The propeilers were connected directly 
to the three phase induction motors by means of steel sh&s. Two types of oil 
are used in this investigation, the first one is a motor oil (Shell 20~150) and the 
second type is a crude oii. In all our experiments, a fived volume of water (i32 
iit) was used. The concentration was calculated according to the mass relation 
in particle per mi!lion (P.P,M) 

Concentration (C) = (Mass of Oil (kg) / Mass of Water (kg)) x 10" 

- 
ror each oil used the foilowing properties were mezlsured at 24% and 
atmospheric pressure: density, specific gravity and khematics viscosity. 'I hese 
p-opekies are tabulated in table (1). 

Table (1) properties for tested oil at ! atm ad 24% 
r I 
I 

1 
I I 

Type of Oil / Motor Oil(Slieii 20TN/50 j 1 Crude Oil I 

I 
I 

I I 

Specific gravity 1 0.8363 -- 

/ Kinematics viscosity. m2/s / 5.075 x lo4 / 3.288 x 1 
In order to observe the eEect of the presence of the air bubbles in the emulsion 
flow through the purnp impeller on the pump perfornmnce, the air was injected 
in the suction pipe. The injected air flow rate was measl-ued by using a 
calibrated orifice meter (1 6 ). The pressure dierence across the orifice meter 
was measured by an inclined manometer (1 l j, Fig. ( I ) .  The suction and 
delivery pressures were measured by U-tube manometers (14) and ( 12), 
respectively. The pump torque was measured by a torque balancc (19). The 
pump speed was measured by an electric tachonxter, The mixture of oil and 
water discharge flow rate (QJ was measured by 3 ca!ibrated collecting tmk (3) 
and stopwatch. 

'I he uncertainty in t'ne measurements u7as caicttiatecl and considered as foilows: 
in flow rate k 1.16% in oil concentration k2.476. hl pxssure head k1.250/0; in 
pump torque +1.2%, and pump speed *1.3%. 



3-Results and discussions 

3.1 .Effect of oil concentration 

In order to stl~dy the effect of changing the concentration of oil on the pump 
performance, when the pump is operating with air-water-oil mixture flow, the 
pump was tested by using motor oil (shell 20Wl50) in the mixture with 
different oil concentration. A representative selection of the results obtained is 
shown in Figs (2-4). The results were plotted in the dimensionless form 
corresponding to those obtzined for pure water flow at a rnaxi~num pcmp 
efficiency. The results illustrated in Fig (2) indicate that when the 
concentration of oil increases the pump head decreases. This is due to the 
increaskg value of &id viscosity md also due to the increase ~ ' f  head 
degradation which occurs due to the presence of oil in the mixture and depends 
on the type of fluid flows through rhe pump knpeller. A i~rther increase of oil 
conceritration leads to rn increas'v ir fluid consistency and hence the shes  
stiesses near the wall of blade impeller cimmeis are increased. Fig (3) shows 
the variation of the power required to drive the pump with oil-air-water flow 
discharge. The results indicate that at constant pump speed and constant 
amount of air i~jected, f ir  a certain flow rate discharge the power increases as 

. . 
the oil coficzntmtm mcreases. This is due to the chmge of fhid ~Asc~Gty and 
also is mainly due to the change of fluid properties which are aEectkg the 
load on the pump impeller The relation between the pump efficiency and the 
pump flow rate discharges is shown in Fig (4). This figure shows that the pump 
efficiency decreases as the oil-concentration increases. This decreitse in 
efficiency is mid;): due t.:, the increase s.f hydraulic l~sses  md dso due to the 
increase of powei- required to drive the pump with increasing the oil 
concentration. 

3.2.Effect of changing type of oil 

The variation of head developed by the pump pumping oil-zir-water mixqure 
flow for two types of oil used at constant oil concemi-ation and airflow rate is 
shown in Fig. (5). The results hdicate that when the oil viscosity is increased 
(i.e. crude oil is used in the mixture). the head developed by the pump is less 
rhan that developed when the oil motor is used (v = 5.075 x 10-~rn~ls). Fig. (6) 
3 h O =  ' S  the tarkition of power rzquired to drhe the punp. For a certaii flow 
rate discharge the power is increased when the crude oil is used. This is due to 
the increasing vaiue of oil viscosity. The results illustrated in Fig. (7) indicate 
that for the same pump speed, the values of pun1 efficiency are smaller when 8 the crude oil is wed in the mixture ( ~ 3 . 2 2 8 ~  10-- m2/s) thm those obtained for 
oil motor. This is to the increase of hS.drxdic losses. 

3.3 .Effect of air injection into emulsion flow 

In order to i nw~ t ig~ t e  the effect of the presence  fair huhbles h the emulsion. 
fb;v though thc pmip kpeller, the air was kjccted into thc suction p u ~ p  
pipe with diEereiit now rates, The experiments were caried out for 11iixtui.e of 
air plus emulsion iluid (crude oil in water). A representative selection of the 
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the same pump speed, when the air is injected into the suction pipe, the head 
decreases. This is due to the change of pumping fluid viscosity. When the 
amount of injected air increases to ( Q, =3.7 x m3/s), the results illustrated 
in Figs (8 and 10) indicated that a drop in head and efficiency of the pump. Fig. 
(9) shows that, the power required is generally increased as the amount of air 
injected is increased. This is also due to the changing of fluid viscosity. For the 
same pump speed as the amount of air-injected increases the pump efficiency 
decreases, Fig. (10). In order to investigate the efhect of increasing the amount 
of air injected into the suction pipe on the pump performance the results 
obtained were compared with those obtained for pure emulsion (oil in water) 
flow (when the pump is operating at maximum efficiency corresponding to the 
value of oil concentrationj. The cornparison is shown in table (2). 
Table (2) eEect of air injected --I- 

C = 2x 10 P.P.M. 1 Operating N = 2165 rpin 
1 Conditi~ns &=4.43 mw Qf 65 Vmin 

I 
I 

The results illustrated in Figs(8-10) and table(2) indicate that under such oil- 
water-air flow conditions, the centrifugal pump becomes unable to generate the 
same head as that produced i~ the case of emdsions flow. Therefore the air 
bubbles through the pump impeller play an important role in the head 
degradation mechanism. The head degradation is smakr h r  the reduced 
values of pump discharge and air flow rate and increases with the increase in 
pump discharge and air flow rate. The reasons for this may be three-fold: the 
first reason is related to possibility of cavitation, the second is due to the 
increase of the anioufit of air in the mixture and the third is due to the change 
of air flow density. Due to the difference of flow media densities between 
emulsion and air, the former is subjected to large external force (centrifugal 
force) than the latter. Consequently. the emulsion fluid at pump exit is 
accelerated slower than in the case of emulsion flow only, tbis acceleration of 
emu1sion fluid contributes to the major part ~f hcad degrada~on. 

I 1 I P,=6? .43 8 v;,. yo= 80% 1 

The behavior of air-oil-water flow through a single stage, radial type 
centrifkgal pump has been studied experimentally. The main conclusion may 
be sun~n~ariz~d as follows: 
I-The centrifugal pumF operating with air prcsellt in the suction pipe beco~es  
unable to generate the same head aid maximuiii discharge as that obtained in 
the case of emulsion fluid flow (oil in waterj. 
-1 he amount of air injected, oil viscosity and the amount of' oil in the mixture 
plays an important role in the head degradation. 
2- the power required to drive the pump was found to depend on the m o u n i  of 
air injected oil concentration and oil viscosity. 

2.9 3.7 I 

7.0 
-. 

10.3 
16.4 

Q, u 1 oS7 m3/< 
% Decrease in I1 
% Increase in power 
96 Decrease k q 

1.8 
4.4 - 
5.7 
14.2 



3- for certair, operating conditio~s, the pump discharge, pcxp head, overall 
pump efficiency and the required power to drive the pump were mainly 

"ffected by the oil concentration, oil viscosity (i.e. type of oil used) and the 
amount of injected air into the suction pipe. 

Nomenclature 
C ; oil concentration, P.P.M. 
I3 ; pressure head given by the pump, mw(mtw water). 
N : pump speed, rpm. 
P : power required to drive the pump, Watts 
$ ; pump discharge , m3/s. 
v : oil kinematic viscosity, m2/s 
q ; pump overall eiliciency. 

Subscripts 
a: -4ir flow 
o: Resiilts corresp~iiding to the mzsimurn eficiency of the pump at pure water 
T: Emulsion flow 
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9 1 Main compressed air line 1 21 1 Flow control valve 
1 0  1 Pressure regulating valve 1 22 1 Deliverv ~ i ~ e  
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I I 1  1 Inclined manometer 1 23 1 Centrifueal D U ~ D  I 
1 12 1 U-Tube manometer (deliverv) 1 24 1 Suction reeulatine valve I 

Main flow valve 
U-Tube manometer (suction) 
Suction pipe 
Orifice meter 
Pressure test pipe 

Flow sight glass 
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Volumetric tank 
Electric driving motors 
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Propellers driving shafts 
Propellers 
Sump tank 

Fig. (1) General Layout of the Experimental Set-up. 
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Injection station 
Torque balance lever 
Dynamometer motor 
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N=1624rev/min & Q,=2.9~-10-'rn'/~ 
Fig ( 2 ) Effect of oil concentration on the pump head --~ 
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Fig ( 3) ~ f f e c t  of oil concentration on the pump input power 



~e?4000 P.P.M 
Fig ( 5 ) Effect of 011 viscosity - .  on the pump head 
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N = 1624 rev / min & C = 2000 P.P.M 

Fig (8 ) Effect of the air flow rate on the pump head 
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N = 1624 rev / min & C = 2000 P.P.M . 
Fig (9 ) Effect of the air flow rate on the pump input power - 



! I \ m Emulsion Flow Qa= o .- 
, 
! Q a = 1 . 8 x  m3/s 

Q, ( lit 1 min ) 
N = 1624 rev / min & C = 2000 P.P.M 

Fig (10) Effect of the air flow rate on the pump efficiency 






